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ABSTRACT

Periodic radial velocity variations in the nearby M-dwarf star Gl 411 are reported, based on measurements with the SOPHIE spectrograph. Current data do not allow us to distinguish between a 12.95-day period and its one-day alias at 1.08 days, but favour the
former slightly. The velocity variation has an amplitude of 1.6 m s−1 , making this the lowest-amplitude signal detected with SOPHIE
up to now. We have performed a detailed analysis of the significance of the signal and its origin, including extensive simulations with
both uncorrelated and correlated noise, representing the signal induced by stellar activity. The signal is significantly detected, and the
results from all tests point to its planetary origin. Additionally, the presence of an additional acceleration in the velocity time series is
suggested by the current data. On the other hand, a previously reported signal with a period of 9.9 days, detected in HIRES velocities
of this star, is not recovered in the SOPHIE data. An independent analysis of the HIRES dataset also fails to unveil the 9.9-day signal.
If the 12.95-day period is the real one, the amplitude of the signal detected with SOPHIE implies the presence of a planet, called Gl 411
b, with a minimum mass of around three Earth masses, orbiting its star at a distance of 0.079 AU. The planet receives about 3.5 times
the insolation received by Earth, which implies an equilibrium temperature between 256 and 350 K, and makes it too hot to be in the
habitable zone. At a distance of only 2.5 pc, Gl 411 b, is the third closest low-mass planet detected to date. Its proximity to Earth will
permit probing its atmosphere with a combination of high-contrast imaging and high-dispersion spectroscopy in the next decade.
Key words. planetary systems – techniques: radial velocities – stars: low-mass – stars: individual: Gl 411

?
Full Table 2 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/625/A17
??
Based on observations collected with the SOPHIE spectrograph on the 1.93-m telescope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence (CNRS), France
by the SOPHIE Consortium.
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1. Introduction
It is usually stated that low-mass stars are prime targets for extrasolar planet searches. Their relative low masses and small radii
permit detecting smaller planets than on their hotter counterparts. M dwarfs also present the advantage that planets orbiting
in the habitable zone are much easier to detect, because in
addition to the advantages due to their masses and radii, the habitable zone lies much closer to the star than in solar-type stars.
In addition, the atmospheres of planets transiting close M dwarfs
could be amenable to characterisation in the coming decade by
the James Webb Space Telescope (Doyon et al. 2014; Beichman
et al. 2014), or on the ground with stabilised high-resolution
spectrographs on medium to large-size telescopes (e.g. Snellen
et al. 2008; Wyttenbach et al. 2017; Allart et al. 2018). Another
favourable aspect is that the majority of the closest neighbours to
the solar system are low-mass stars. This opens the possibility of
the characterisation of the atmospheres of non-transiting planets around low-mass stars by a combination of high-dispersion
spectroscopy and high contrast imaging (Sparks & Ford 2002;
Snellen et al. 2015). These observations will be plausible with
the next-generation large-aperture telescopes, such as the E-ELT,
but even with the current instrumentation, this is possible for the
most favourable cases (Lovis et al. 2017). Similar planets around
solar type stars will only be accessible for characterisation with
highly ambitious space missions, which will not be in operation
before the middle of the century.
Besides theoretical advantages, recent results show that
rocky planets orbiting low-mass stars are abundant: based on
results from the HARPS velocity survey, Bonfils et al. (2013)
reported an occurrence rate above 50% for super-Earth planets
on orbits with periods between 10 and 100 days; using Kepler
photometry Dressing & Charbonneau (2015) reported an average of 2.5 planets with radii between one and four Earth radii per
M-star host, on orbits with periods shorter than 200 days; Gaidos
et al. (2016) concluded that M stars host an average of 2.2 planets per star with periods between 1.5 and 180 days. Furthermore,
planets orbiting in the habitable zone of low-mass stars are also
relatively common. Dressing & Charbonneau (2015) reported
an average between 0.16–0.24 Earth-sized planets in the habitable zone of M dwarfs, based on Kepler photometry. Bonfils
et al. (2013) reported a fraction 0.41+0.54
−0.13 , although this number
is probably slightly overestimated, as it included a planet candidate later shown to be likely produced by activity (Robertson
et al. 2014).
The SOPHIE search for northern extrasolar planets is a radial
velocity survey operating since 2006 (Bouchy et al. 2009a), and
is divided in a number of sub-programmes, each targeting different stars and/or planets. In particular, the sub-programme three
(SP3) is dedicated to finding planets around low-mass stars. A
sample of relatively bright northern M-dwarf stars is observed
systematically in order to constrain the presence of planets and
also to find targets amenable to detailed characterisation, either
now or using future observing facilities.
Gl 411 is one of the brightest M-dwarf stars in the sky
(Lépine & Gaidos 2011; Gaidos et al. 2014). As such, it has been
intensively observed for many years. In a number of opportunities, detections of orbiting companions were reported, starting
with the astrometric study by van de Kamp & Lippincott (1951),
who reported a 1.14-yr period object on an eccentric orbit, with
a minimum mass as low as 0.03 M . The result was later revised
by Lippincott (1960), who concluded that the orbiting companion is on an eigth-year orbit, with a mass as low as 0.01 M , that
is around ten Jupiter masses. More recently, Gatewood (1996)
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reported the detection of an astrometric signal with a period of
5.8 yr, which implies a companion mass as low as 0.9 MJup .
These detections remain unconfirmed to this day, as far as we
are aware. Using radial velocity observations from the HIRES
spectrograph, Butler et al. (2017) recently reported the presence
of a periodic signal with a period of 9.9 days, and an amplitude
compatible with a planetary companion with a minimum mass
of 3.8 M⊕ .
In this article, we report the detection of a 3-Earth-minimummass companion on a 12.95-day period orbit around the nearby
star Gl 411 (Lalande 21185, HD 95735), based on almost
seven years of measurements from the SOPHIE SP3. Interestingly, Gl 411 was initially chosen as a possible SOPHIE standard
star because of its brightness and of its reported relative low variability level of 10 m s−1 (Butler et al. 2004). Before the upgrade
of SOPHIE in 2011 (see Sect. 3), the low velocity scatter was
confirmed and therefore Gl 411 was continued to be observed
as a standard star. The low velocity rms was further confirmed
during our first season of observation with the upgraded instrument. The consequently large number of measurements obtained
on this target finally revealed a periodic 1.6-m s−1 variation with
a period of around 12.95 days.
In Sect. 2 of this article, the stellar parameters of Gl 411 are
presented, possible values of the rotational period of the star are
discussed, and the detection of the rotational modulation using
photometric ground-based observations is described. In Sect. 3
we present the spectroscopic observations as well as the measurement of the radial velocities and ancillary observables. In
Sect. 4 the physical and probability model used to describe the
data is presented, and the analysis of the data is described. The
detection of a periodic signal, together with the validation of its
planetary origin, are also presented here. In Sect. 5 we present
a few discussions on the planetary companion detected, and the
analysis of the HIRES data. In particular, in Sect. 5.2 we show
that the 9.9-day period signal announced by Butler et al. (2017) is
not found in the SOPHIE data, and that an independent analysis
of the HIRES velocity also fails to recover the reported signal.
In Sect. 6 we present some brief conclusions.

2. Stellar characterisation
The star Gl 411 is an early M dwarf (M1.9; Mann et al. 2015)
located in the constellation of Ursa Major. It is the sixth star from
the Sun, after the three-star Alpha Centauri system, Barnard’s
star, and CN Leonis (van Altena et al. 1995). With apparent
visual magnitude of 7.5 (J = 4.2; Cutri et al. 2003), it is one of
the brightest M-dwarf stars in the sky (Lépine & Gaidos 2011;
Gaidos et al. 2014). The stellar parameters were determined by
Mann et al. (2015) and are listed in Table 1. The mass was computed by these authors using the mass-luminosity relation by
Delfosse et al. (2000) and the radius was obtained from the T eff
and the bolometric flux, the latter estimated from optical and
near-infrared flux-calibrated spectra, and the former from comparing the spectra to the BT-SETTL atmosphere models (Allard
et al. 2012, 2013).
The X-ray flux of Gl 411 was measured by the XMMNewton satellite (Jansen et al. 2001) and presented in the third
XMM-Newton serendipitous source catalogue (Rosen et al.
2016). The value of the flux measured in 2001 (Fx = (6.59 ±
0.13) × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 ), according to the DR8 of the catalogue implies Rx = Lx /Lbol = (6.09 ± 0.13) × 10−6 , using the bolometric flux from Mann et al. (2015), and where the uncertainties
were obtained by propagating the errors in the X-ray count rate,
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Table 1. Stellar parameters of Gl 411.

Parameter
RA (J2000)
Dec (J2000)
Proper motion
RA: µα
Dec: µδ
Parallax, π
Distance, d
Spectral type
Eff. temperature, T eff
log (R0HK )
Rot. period, Prot
Mass, M?
Radius, R?
[Fe/H]
Luminosity, L?
Lx /Lbol

(mas yr−1 )
(mas yr−1 )
(mas)
(pc)
(K)
(d)
(M )
(R )
(L )

Value

Ref.

11:03:20.19
+35:58:11.57

(1)
(1)

−580.27 ± 0.62
−4765.85 ± 0.64
392.64 ± 0.67
2.5468 ± 0.0043
M1.9
3563 ± 60
−5.51 ± 0.13
56.15 ± 0.27
0.386 ± 0.039
0.389 ± 0.013
−0.38 ± 0.08
0.0220 ± 0.0021
(6.09 ± 0.13) × 10−6

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(5)

References. (1) F. van Leeuwen (2007); (2) Mann et al. (2015); (3) this
work; mean value and standard deviation reported; (4) this work, based
on photometric observations.; (5) based on Rosen et al. (2016).

the bolometric flux and the stellar parallax, assuming normal
errors in all cases.
Regarding the rotational velocity and period, Delfosse et al.
(1998) reported an upper limit for the velocity, v sin i? <
2.9 km s−1 . Using SOPHIE spectra, Houdebine (2010) measured
it to be v sin i? = 0.61 km s−1 , with a general uncertainty of
0.3 km s−1 . However, this value is at the limit of their detection
sensitivity. Using a value of the stellar radius based on V-band
photometry, they measured a rotational period, P/ sin i? = 36.4 d.
With the radius determination from Mann et al. (2015), the rotational period is P/sin i? = 32.3 d. These determinations based on
the v sin i? suffer from a relative uncertainty of around 51%, if a
10% uncertainty on the stellar radius is assumed.
On the other hand, the rotation-activity calibration for lowmass stars of Astudillo-Defru et al. (2017a) indicates a rotational
period Prot = 91 ± 18 days, roughly twice the value reported by
Noyes et al. (1984), for the measured value of the activity index,
log (R0HK ) = − 5.51 ± 0.13. The activity-rotation calibration based
on X-ray luminosity by Kiraga & Stepien (2007) produces a rotational period of 72.5 ± 8.4 days for the XMM-Newton X-ray flux,
and using the “low mass” calibration, obtained using stars with
masses between 0.33 M and 0.39 M . Gl 411 is close to the
upper bound of the calibration stars, and therefore the “medium
mass” calibration of Kiraga & Stepien (2007), using stars with
masses between 0.43 M and 0.52 M , may also be considered.
The medium-mass calibration produces a rotational period of
57 ± 12 days.
Finally, Noyes et al. (1984) reported the rotational period
to be 48 days, based on modulation detected in the S-index
measured by the H-K programme (Vaughan et al. 1978). This
value implies a rotational velocity between v = 0.41−0.46 km s−1 ,
depending on the adopted stellar radius. Because of the large
uncertainties in rotational velocity and those associated with
the activity calibrations, these values of rotational period are
formally in agreement with each other (differences below 3 σ).
Photometric observations. The stellar rotational period is
a key element in the validation of the planetary nature of periodic signals detected in RV. To measure a precise rotational

period, we analysed photometric observations of Gl 411 acquired
contemporaneously with our SOPHIE radial-velocity measurements during the 2011 through 2018 observing seasons with the
Tennessee State University (TSU) T3 0.40 m automatic photoelectric telescope (APT) at Fairborn Observatory in southern
Arizona. Details on the instrument, observing strategy, and data
analysis are given in Appendix B.
A frequency spectrum, computed as the reduction in total
variance of the data versus trial frequency, was performed on
the V and B data from each of the eight observing seasons.
The frequency analyses spanned a frequency range of 0.005–
0.95 cycles day−1 (c d−1 ), corresponding to a period-search range
of 1–200 days. The results of our analysis of the photometric data
are summarized in Table B.1. The resulting periods and peak-topeak amplitudes are given in Cols. 6 and 7. Periodic variations
were found in seven of the eight observing seasons, at least for
the B data sets. The weighted mean of the 12 detected periods is
56.15 ± 0.27 days. The peak-to-peak amplitudes ranged between
0.002 and 0.008 mag. We take the 56.15-day period to be the
stellar rotation period revealed by rotational modulation in the
visibility of small star spots on the stellar surface. A sample frequency spectrum from 2012, covering a limited part of the total
frequency range, is shown in Fig. 1.

3. Observations and data reduction
Radial velocity measurements of Gl 411 were obtained with
the SOPHIE spectrograph, mounted on the 1.93-m telescope
of the Observatoire de Haute-Provence, in France. SOPHIE is
a fibre-fed, cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph whose dispersive elements are kept at constant pressure. It is installed in a
temperature stabilised environment (Perruchot et al. 2008) to
provide high-precision radial velocity measurements over long
timescales.
Observations were carried out in the high-resolution mode of
the instrument, which provides resolving power R = 75 000. Calibration spectra of either a ThAr lamp or a Fabry-Perot étalon –
starting on January 2018 – were recorded simultaneously using
the second optical fibre. This allows monitoring for velocity
drifts in the observations with respect to the baseline wavelength calibrations, which are performed every around two hours
throughout a typical observing night.
The star Gl 411 was observed with SOPHIE 178 times
since the beginning of the instrument operation in 2006. However, we will only use the data acquired over the 157 visits
between October 2011 and June 2018, performed after the
instrument upgrade in 2011, when the fibre links were partially replaced by an octagonal-section fibre (Perruchot et al.
2011; Bouchy et al. 2013). Velocities obtained before the fibre
upgrade are affected by a systematic effect, described in detail
by Boisse et al. (2010, 2011), Díaz et al. (2012), and Bouchy
et al. (2013), which hindered the detection of low-amplitude
signals. The dispersion of the raw velocity measurements –
that is without correction of the zero-point changes described
below – is 11.4 and 3.9 m s−1 , before and after the fibre upgrade,
respectively.
Exposure time was generally 900 s, but it was augmented in
17 visits (with a maximum of 1800 s) to acquire the required
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) under degraded weather conditions.
The median S/N per pixel at 550 nm was 132. One visit
(JD = 2 457 728.657) had an extremely low S/N and was discarded. An additional visit (JD = 2 457 105.475) produced a clear
outlier and was also discarded, leaving a total number of 155 visits for the analysis detailed below.
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Table 2. SOPHIE measurements.

Time
BJD −2 400 000
55865.677824
55875.669890
55879.706792
55906.683957
55917.706581

RV
(km s−1 )

σRV
(km s−1 )

FWHM
(km s−1 )

BIS
(m s−1 )

IHα
–

log (R0HK )
–

Zero-point offset
(m s−1 )

−84.6092
−84.6147
−84.6149
−84.6152
−84.6132

0.0016
0.0014
0.0013
0.0013
0.0019

4.613
4.630
4.644
4.656
4.665

9.00
11.33
9.83
7.67
11.00

0.323
0.327
0.322
0.317
0.323

−5.568
−5.594
−5.631
−5.451
−5.610

3.764
1.002
0.998
1.428
3.210

Notes. Radial velocities (RV, Col. 1), photon noise and calibration uncertainties (σRV , Col. 2), full width at half maximum (FWHM, Col. 3),
bisector velocity span (BIS, Col. 4), activity index based on Hα line (IHα , Col. 5), activity index based on Ca II H & K lines (log (R0HK ), Col. 6),
interpolated zero-point offset (Col. 7). Full version available at the CDS.

The spectra were reduced using the SOPHIE pipeline
described by Bouchy et al. (2009a), and corrected from the
charge transfer inefficiency effect using the method by Bouchy
et al. (2009b). The radial velocity (RV) was measured from
the extracted 2D spectra using a template-matching procedure
described in detail by Astudillo-Defru et al. (2015, 2017c) and
by Hobson et al. (2018). The mean estimated uncertainty due to
photon noise and calibration error is 1.38 m s−1 . The instrumental
velocity drifts measured simultaneously using the second spectrograph fibre were subtracted from the measured velocities1 .
The resulting radial velocities are listed in Table 2, and plotted
in the upper left panel of Fig. 2.
Additional observables are obtained from the SOPHIE spectra. The extracted two-dimensional spectra are cross-correlated
with a spectral mask constructed based on high-resolution
HARPS spectra of Gl 581, convolved with a PSF to degrade the
resolution to the SOPHIE level. The full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) and bisector velocity span (BIS; Queloz et al.2001) are
measured from the resulting cross-correlation function (CCF).
Their uncertainties are set to twice the velocity error and to
10 m s−1 , for the BIS and FWHM, respectively. Besides, activity proxies based on the Ca II H & K line fluxes and the
Hα line flux are obtained following the procedure described
by Astudillo-Defru et al. (2017a) and Boisse et al. (2009),
respectively. These data are provided as well in Table 2.

4. Data analysis
4.1. The model

Fig. 1. Top panel: Johnson V photometry of Gl 411 from the
2012 observing season, acquired with the TSU T3 0.40 m APT
at Fairborn Observatory. Middle panel: frequency spectrum of the
2012 V observations of Gl 411. The best frequency occurs at
0.01683 ± 0.00019 cycles day−1 , corresponding to a best period of
59.42 ± 0.67 days. Bottom panel: 2012 V observations phased with the
best period of 59.42 days. The phase curve shows coherent variability
with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 0.0075 mag, which we take to be rotational modulation of photospheric spots. Seven of the eight observing
seasons exhibit similar modulation (see Table B.1).

Although four observations were performed with the Moon
less than 30◦ away from the target, and close to the full phase,
the velocity of the Moon is always far from the measured mean
velocity of the target, which is around −84.6 km s−1 . Therefore,
no systematic effect on the SOPHIE velocities of the target are
expected from moonlight contamination (see Sect 4.2).
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Given an observed velocity time series, {ti , vi , σi }, for
i = {1, . . . , N}, the model for the velocity measurement taken at
time ti , vi , can be written, in a very general manner, as:
v i = mi +  i ,
where mi is the model prediction at time ti and i is the error
term. The variation in the radial velocity seen in Fig. 2 is caused
by, at least, a combination of instrumental systematics, and a
velocity projection effect. These will be the first elements in
our model. We will investigate the possibility that either an
additional physical acceleration or the effect of an orbiting substellar companion, or both, are also necessary components of the
model.
Even after the installation of the octagonal-section fibre in
2011, SOPHIE suffers from a well-observed zero-point change.
The mean of the measured drifts is 16 cm s−1 and have a standard
deviation of 1.7 m s−1 .

1

0

Zero-point offset [m/s]

−10

k1d0rn
k1d1rn
k1d2rn

10

0

−10

0.4
0.2
0.0

56000 56500 57000 57500 58000
Periodogram power

Radial Velocity
variation [m/s]

10

Periodogram power
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56000 56500 57000 57500 58000
BJD - 2 400 000

101

102

103

101

102
Period [d]

103

0.4

0.2

0.0

Fig. 2. SOPHIE velocities and zero-point offset (upper left and lower left panels, respectively) with their corresponding GLS periodograms (right
panels). Upper left panel: the solid and dashed curves represent the additional acceleration and secular (projection) acceleration terms under the
three models with largest Bayesian evidence. Lower left panel: the thin red line is the spline interpolation of the zero-point shifts measured on a
number of standard stars (see text for details), while the points represent the interpolation evaluated at the epochs of the velocity measurements.
Right panels: in the periodograms of SOPHIE raw radial velocities of Gl 411 and zero-point offset of the spectrograph, the vertical red lines mark
the frequency of the detected periodic signal.

This effect is monitored by a set of constant stars that are
observed regularly, and make up the zero-point velocity “master”
(see Courcol et al. 2015; Hobson et al. 2018, for more details).
Here, the zero-point master is constructed leaving out Gl 411,
which was considered up to now a constant star. Instead of subtracting the measured master from the observations directly, a
linear dependence with the zero-point velocity master, vc (ti ), was
included in the model. In this way, variations which are covariate
with the zero-point velocity changes, such as long-term velocity
variations, are correctly taken into account. To be able to evaluate
vc (ti ) at the epochs of the observations of Gl 411, we interpolate
the velocities of the constant stars using quadratic splines. In the
lower left corner of Fig. 2 the spline interpolation is plotted as a
thin red line, and the values at the epochs of the observations
of Gl 411 are shown as grey points. In the lower right panel
of Fig. 2, a Generalised Lomb Scargle (GLS; Zechmeister &
Kürster 2009) of the interpolated zero-point values is presented.
The zero-point variations are dominated by a low-frequency variability with period of around 2000 days, followed by peaks at
around 450, 300, and and 190 days.
The secular acceleration produced by the changing projection of the star’s velocity vector can be computed using the
measured distance, proper motion and absolute radial velocity
listed in Table 1 (Kürster et al. 2003). We include this term
in the model as well, v p (ti ; π, µ, δ), using informative priors on
the parallax and proper motion measured at the epoch of the
HIPPARCOS catalog, J1991.25, JD = 2 448 349.0625 (Perryman
et al. 1997)2 , and fixing the star’s declination, δ, to the value in
Table 1. For the mean value of the prior distribution, the secular
acceleration has an amplitude of about 1.34 m s−1 yr−1 . We will
2

Gl 411 is not included in the latest Gaia data release, probably
because of its brightness and/or its high proper motion, which are
both cited as sources of incompleteness (see Gaia Collaboration 2018,
Sect. 6.2).

call k0d0 the model containing only these two terms, and the
expression for the model prediction is then
mk0d0
= γ0 + ac vc (ti ) + v p (ti ; π, µ, δ),
i
for model parameters ac , π, µ, and γ0 , the systemic velocity at
HIPPARCCOS epoch.
We also allow for the possibility of additional variation coming from a secular acceleration, which we model by a linear (d1)
or quadratic (d2) term, which produces the model:
mk0d0
+ γ1 (ti − tref ) + γ2 (ti − tref )2 ,
i
where tref is a reference time, taken as JD = 2 457 180, close to
the mean time of the SOPHIE time series. The resulting model
is called k0d1 if γ2 = 0, and k0d2 otherwise.
Finally, we include the effect of orbiting companions. We
assume the effect of multiple companions is simply the sum of
the effects of the individual companions (i.e. we neglect mutual
interactions between planets). We denote the effect of the individual companions at time ti as vk (ti ; θ), where θ is the model
parameter vector. vk (ti ; θ) is assumed to be a Keplerian function
parametrised by the orbital period, P, the amplitude of the radial
velocity signal, K, the orbital eccentricity, e, the argument of
pericentre, ω, and the mean longitude at a given epoch, L0 . Under
this parametrisation (see, e.g. Murray & Dermott 2000):


vk (ti ; θ) = K cos ( fi + ω) + e cos(ω) ,
where fi = f (ti ; P, e, ω, L0 ) is the true anomaly at time ti .
We can then produce an additional family of models, whose
predictions at time ti are:
mk(n)d(m)
= mk0d(m)
+
i
i

n
X

vk (ti ; θ)( j) ,

j=1
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i
1h
N log(2π) + log |Σ| + (u − m)T Σ (u − m)
2

(1)

where u and m are N-length vectors containing the velocity
measurements and model predictions, respectively.
4.2. Posterior distribution sampling

The posterior distributions of the model parameters were sampled using the emcee algorithm (Goodman & Weare 2010;
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013), with 300 walkers. The prior
√ distributions
are
listed
in
Table
A.1.
For
the
parameters
e sin i
√
and e cos i we added an additional condition so that the eccentricity cannot acquire values above one. The algorithm was run
for 25 000 iterations for each model, and we discarded the first
5000 iterations for all models. The chains exhibit adequate mixing and were checked for non-convergence. Summary statistics
of the sampled posterior for individual models are presented in
Tables C.1–C.4.
The stellar parameters are in excellent agreement
between different models, except for the systemic velocity at
HIPPARCCOS epoch, γ0 , which changes slightly between models
with different degree of polynomial acceleration, as expected.
The posterior distributions of the stellar proper motion and parallax are dominated by the priors provided by the HIPPARCOS data.
The parameters of the Keplerian curve are also in good
agreement across models, but the WN models produce a slightly
larger amplitude and shorter period (Fig. 3). The measured
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)-estimates of the RV amplitude
range between 1.70 and 1.91 m s−1 – the mean is slightly smaller
(see Table 4). The MAP-estimates of the orbital period range
from 12.9439 to 12.9477 days.
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with A and τ the covariance amplitude and characteristic
timescale, respectively. We call this hypothesis the red noise
(RN) model. The chosen kernel function is general enough to
describe a wide variety of temporal variations.
Under either of the two possibilities, the likelihood is a
multivariate normal centred at the model prediction and with
covariance Σ, whose natural logarithm is written
log L(θ) = −

e sin ω

!
(ti − t j )2
,
2τ2

K

kSE (ti , t j ) = A2 exp −

P

where kSE (ti , t j ) is the squared exponential kernel function,

√

where n is the number of orbiting companions assumed, and m is
the degree of the polynomial assumed for the additional longterm velocity term.
For the error terms i we explored two possibilities. In the
first, the error terms are distributed according to a zero-centred
multivariate normal with a covariance matrix whose elements
are Σ(WN)
= σ2i + σ2J δi j , where σi is the internal uncertainty of
ij
the measurement at time ti , σ J is a nuisance parameter called jitter, and δi j is the Kronecker delta. In other words, we assume the
errors are independent. We call this the white noise (WN) model.
Of course, this is strictly not true. Unaccounted-for effects, such
as the rotational modulation of the star will translate to correlated errors in our model. Therefore, we also explored the
possibility that the error terms are distributed according to a
zero-centred multivariate normal with covariance function with
elements given by:


Σ(RN)
= kSE (ti , t j ) + δi j σ2i + σ2J ,
ij

λ0
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Fig. 3. Box plots for Keplerian parameter under all models tested. The
boxes extend from the lower to upper quartiles, and the whiskers extend
between the 5th and 95th percentiles. The red horizontal lines mark
the position of the median. The grey horizontal lines have been chosen
conveniently at the median values of the k1d2rn model.

Concerning the acceleration terms, models with at least a
constant additional acceleration are favoured by the data, as
shown in Sect. 4.4. The amplitude of the constant acceleration,
γ1 , depends only slightly on whether a higher degree polynomial
is used to describe the data. The MAP-estimates for γ1 under
RN models range between −0.49 and −0.37 m s−1 yr−1 , which
roughly implies companions with periods larger than around
13 yr (twice the observation time span), and with minimum
masses above 0.1 Jupiter masses.
The covariance parameters change significantly between
models with and without a Keplerian curve. Besides the obvious fact that the additional white noise term is much larger in
WN models than in RN models, RN model without a Keplerian
curve exhibit a shorter covariance timescale – MAP estimates
around 3.8 days for k0 models, and between 8.2 and 9.0 days for
k1 models. This is reasonable: the models without a Keplerian
curve require the increased flexibility provided by a shorter
timescale (Rasmussen & Williams 2005) to explain the full
variability present in the time series. In the same sense, models without a Keplerian component also result in slightly larger
covariance and white noise amplitudes.
To test the effects of moonlight contamination, we repeated
the posterior sampling for the k1d1rn model, but removing either
the four observations taken with the Moon closer than 30◦ , or the
16 measurements acquired with the Moon closer than 35◦ from
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Figure 4 presents a series of GLS periodograms of the RV residuals of models of increasing complexity. In every case, the MAP
model is subtracted from the RV data presented in Table 2,
and the MAP estimate of the additional white noise term, σ J
was added in quadrature to the velocity uncertainties. The MAP
parameters of each model are listed in Tables C.2 and C.4. In the
residuals of the model including only the zero-point correction
and a secular acceleration term (k0d0; top periodogram in Fig. 4)
powerful peaks are seen at P = 12.945 days and at the frequencies
corresponding to the one-day aliases (aliases of one solar day
and one sidereal day, 1.0837 and 1.08048 days, respectively). No
significance difference is seen between the white and red noise
models at this point. Including a linear acceleration term (k0d1)
does not reduce the peak powers significantly, as seen in the middle panel of Fig. 4, but slightly changes the frequency at which
the maximum occurs to P = 12.959 days.
The peak-to-peak variations of the instrumental zero-point
are of the order of 15 m s−1 , and mask the presence of the planetary candidate signal (upper right panel of Fig. 2). In the lower
right panel of Fig. 2 we show the GLS of the zero-point offset,
interpolated at the epoch of observations, which does not show
power at the period of the putative signal. It is therefore unlikely
that the variability at the P = 12.96 days is introduced by either
the zero-point correction or by a coupling of the low-frequency
variations and the window function. We nevertheless explore this
possibility in much more detail in Sect. 4.5.2.
The largest periodogram power is commonly used as a test
statistic to evaluate the significance of the maximum peak in the
periodogram. We estimate the corresponding p-values3 by shuffling the residuals 10 000 times (solid horizontal lines in Fig. 4)
and computing the maximum peak power in each realisation. The
full distribution is estimated by means of a Gaussian kernel density method4 , using the resulting powers as input. Under the red
noise models, the p-value of the observed maximum peak is estimated to be 9 × 10−5 under the k0d0 model and 3 × 10−4 , under
the k0d1 model. These values are low enough to warrant further
investigation.
The third periodogram in Fig. 4 represents the GLS of the
residuals of a model including a Keplerian curve (k1d0), with
a period around 12.94 days (see Table C.4 for its MAP estimate). Neither of the peaks are present in this figure, and no
other peak is seen with power above the 1% p-value level. Some
residual power is seen around 55 days, probably related to stellar activity and in agreement with the adopted rotational period,
Prot = 56.15 ± 0.27 days, but also possibly due to another planetary companion. However, this peak disappears when a model
with a Keplerian curve and a linear acceleration term is considered (k1d1; bottom panel). A long-term periodicity (∼2000 days)
is seen in the bottom panel, but with peak power below the 1%
p-value level.
Although the peak at around P = 12.95 days is the strongest
one, its 1-day aliases have similar power. The procedure
described by Dawson & Fabrycky (2010) was employed in
3

The p-value of a measured peak power is usually called False Alarm
Probability by the exoplanet community.
4 The routine coded in the scipy package was used, with Scott’s
and Silverman’s rule for the choice of the bandwidth.The results are
independent of the bandwidth method used.
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4.3. Periodogram analysis
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Gl 411. In both cases, the results are in excellent agreement with
those using the full dataset. We therefore confirm that moonlight
contamination is not relevant for this bright target.
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Fig. 4. Radial velocity residuals of the MAP-estimate k0d0rn model
(top panel), and generalised Lomb Scargle periodograms under the red
noise models. The horizontal lines in the periodogram panels correspond to p-value levels of 0.5, 0.1, 0.01, and 1 × 10−3 , from bottom
to top, and are computed for each dataset by bootstrapping (see text for
details). Second from top panel: GLS of radial velocities after zero-point
correction and removal of secular acceleration term, that is the residuals
of the k0d0 model shown in the top panel; third from top panel: residuals
of k0d1 model, containing an additional constant acceleration; second
from bottom panel: residuals of the k1d0 model, with a Keplerian curve
of period P = 12.9438 days; bottom panel: as above, but including also
a linear acceleration term in the model (model k1d1). A version of the
periodograms using a linear frequency scale in the x-axis is provided in
Appendix A (Fig. A.1).

an attempt to identify the real periodicity. The method consists in simulating datasets using the time stamps of the real
data, and injecting a sinusoidal signal at each of the candidate periodicities. The amplitudes and phases of the peaks in
the periodogram of the resulting synthetic data are compared to
the actual observations. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where
each row corresponds to a different tested periodicity, indicated
A17, page 7 of 23
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Fig. 5. Aliases evaluation. Peak amplitudes and phases in two regions of period space related by daily aliases (left and right columns). Each row
contains simulations assuming a given sinusoid period (marked as a grey vertical line in each row) is present in the data. The dials on top of
selected peaks indicate the phase at that period. The orange curves and dials correspond to the simulations, while the blue curves and dials are the
periodograms computed on the real data, and are identical in all three rows. The simulated data containing a sinusoid at 1.084-day period does not
reproduce the amplitudes of the peaks at 1.0805 and 12.95 day. This period is therefore discarded.

by a vertical grey line. The two relevant regions of the periodograms are presented. The blue periodograms are computed
for the actual data, and are identical in all three rows. The orange
one is computed on each simulated data set. On top of each
relevant peak, we present a dial representing the phase of the
signal. It seems clear that the peak at 1.0837 days is not a real
one; on the other hand, some doubt still remains between the
peak at 12.9478 days and the one at 1.0805 days. The former
case reproduces the amplitude of the aliases structure and its
phases correctly, in particular the peaks around 1.0835 days and
12.5 days, which are not correctly reproduced with the simulated
sinusoid at 1.0805 days. On the other hand, the simulation with
a sinusoid at 12.9478 days does not reproduce the peak observed
at 1.077 days. The phases do not seem to provide much additional information in this case. In light of this, we assume the
real period of the signal to be around P = 12.9478 days, but warn
that the other option cannot be fully discarded at this time. In
Sect. 6 we present further evidence for the 12.95-day period.
In any case, additional high-cadence observations should permit
distinguishing between both periods more precisely.
Ancillary observables. Here we study the variability of
selected ancillary observables, the bisector velocity span, the
FWHM of the CCF, and the activity proxies based on the Hα
and Ca II H & K line fluxes. The FWHM and bisector span
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exhibit a long-term variation that is seen in other stars of the
SP3 sample as well. Therefore, we corrected these observables
from this effect by subtracting a quadratic fit from the time
series.
In Fig. 6 we present the time series and GLS periodograms
of these ancillary observables. None of the periodograms exhibit
power at the frequency detected in the radial velocity time series.
No variation is seen either at the expected rotational period
reported in Table 1, around 56 days, nor at the periods of the
other estimated rotational periods discussed above. On the other
hand, the activity indices based on the Ca II (log (R0HK )) and Hα
lines exhibit some power at periods around 31 days, but with
large p-values. Peaks close to one year are also seen in the
FWHM time series as well as in the activity proxies, indicating some sort of systematic error still present in SOPHIE data,
or an incomplete treatment of the telluric line contamination. In
the case of the FWHM, this variability could also be a residual
of the window function, due to an incorrect correction for the
long-term variation described above. When the 1-year period is
subtracted from the data, no other significant periodicities are
detected.
Finally, a long-term activity variation is seen, specially in
the Hα index, with a maximum in the second to last season.
However, other stars observed intensively by the SP3 exhibit a
similar increase in the Hα level at this time. In the bottom panel
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Fig. 6. Time series (left panels) and GLS periodograms (right panels) of selected ancillary observables. The best-fit second order polynomials
were subtracted from the Bisector Velocity Span and the FWHM time series. The red vertical lines in the periodograms indicate the frequency of
the detected planet candidate. In the Hα time series, we also present the data corresponding to two other SP3 targets (see text for details): blue
triangles for Gl 514 and red squares for Gl 686. A version of the periodograms using a linear frequency scale in the x-axis is provided in Appendix A
(Fig. A.2).

of Fig 6 we also present the time series for Gl 686 (red squares)
and Gl 514 (blue triangles), two standard stars used in the SP3,
offset to the mean value of the Gl 411 time series. The increase
in the Hα level between JD = 2 457 000 and JD = 2 458 000 is
seen in all three stars and point to a not-yet-understood systematic effect. We tried to perform a similar analysis for the
log (R0HK ) time series, but the noise in the log (R0HK ) time-series
of these stars is too large to allow us to draw meaningful conclusions. We therefore do not claim detecting a long-term activity
variation.
The ancillary observations therefore give no reason to confer
an activity or systematic origin to the radial velocity peak at P ∼
12.9 days.

4.4. Model comparison

The periodogram analysis of Sect. 4.3 suggests a periodic component is present in the data with a period of 12.945 days.
However, the presence of strong power at this frequency does not
provide definitive evidence for the 1-Keplerian model5 . Instead,
the Bayesian approach allows us to compute the posterior probability of different models and to compare them directly. In
particular, the posterior odds ratio between two competing models reduces to the ratio of their marginal likelihoods if equal prior
probabilities are assumed.
5 For a discussion of common misinterpretations of the p-values and
associated issues, see, for example, Sellke et al. (2001).
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Fig. 7. Estimation of the marginal likelihood as a function of the sample
size used to compute it. Dashed lines correspond to white noise models, continuous lines to red noise models. The estimator is defined in
Perrakis et al. (2014), and the details of the implemention are given in
Díaz et al. (2016), Bonfils et al. (2018) and in the Appendix of Nelson
et al. (2018).

We used the posterior samples from different models to
estimate the corresponding marginal likelihoods via the importance sampling estimator introduced by Perrakis et al. (2014),
as implemented by Díaz et al. (2016). This estimate was shown
to provide results in agreement with a number of other estimators of the marginal likelihood (Nelson et al. 2018). We further
compared the results from preliminary computations with the
models employed in this paper using the nested sampling algorithm polychord (Handley et al. 2015). The uncertainty in this
determination was estimated through a Monte Carlo approach
repeating the computation 100 times. More details on our implementation of the algorithm are given in Appendix A.6 of Nelson
et al. (2018).
Although the estimator is known to be biased (Perrakis et al.
2014), it was shown previously that the bias is negligible for sample sizes larger than a few thousands (e.g. Bonfils et al. 2018;
Hobson et al. 2018). We verified this by computing the estimator
of the marginal likelihood for an increasing number of samples
from the joint posterior (Fig. 7). We reach the same conclusion
as in previous works. For sample sizes above 1000 or 2000 the
bias does not seem significant. The results based on a sample of
size 8192 are reported in Table 3.
Overall, it is seen that models containing a Keplerian curve
are favoured over models without a Keplerian component. The
evidence for models with one Keplerian is much stronger under
the red noise models, with Bayes factors above 900. Under the
white noise hypothesis, Bayes factors for the k1d1 and k1d0
models are around 48 and 4, respectively, when compared with
model k0d1. These are still considered as “strong” and “positive”
evidence, respectively, against models without Keplerians
(Kass & Raftery 1995). In any case, models accounting for correlation in the data (red noise models) are largely favoured over
white noise models, with Bayes factors exceeding 105 for models with one Keplerian. Finally, this computation shows that
the data are not sufficient to distinguish between models k1d0,
k1d1, and k1d2, but provide a slight preference for the model
with a constant acceleration (k1d1). The posterior marginal distributions are similar under all three models with a Keplerian
component (Fig. 3).
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In view of these results, we decided to produce a sample of
the parameter posterior distribution averaged over models, as we
did in Bonfils et al. (2018). For this, we resampled the posterior samples obtained for each individual model using the Bayes
factors as weights. In Table 4 we provide summary statistics of
the marginal distributions of the model parameters and a few
additional quantities of interest. In this manner, the Keplerian
parameters reported are independent of whether the additional
acceleration exists or not, or on the chosen noise model, although
in practice, given the strong support for the red noise model,
no samples from the white noise models are present in the final
merged posterior sample.
In Fig. 2 we present the slowly-varying components of all
three models, that is the components remaining after removing the Keplerian contribution. Figure 8 represents the SOPHIE
radial velocities, corrected from the MAP-estimate of slowlyvarying terms in the model and phase-folded to the MAP period
estimate, together with the Keplerian curve (MAP and mean)
and its confidence intervals under the most probable hypothesis
(k1d1, with correlated noise). The dispersion of the residuals of
the MAP model is 2.18 m s−1 , which according to our model is
produced in almost equal parts by the photon noise plus calibration error, whose mean value is 1.4 m s−1 , and the covariance
amplitude, whose MAP value is 1.85 m s−1 .
4.5. Validation of planetary model

The detected radial velocity signal has the smallest-amplitude
detected by the SOPHIE spectrograph so far. We are therefore inclined to be particularly cautious about its origin. In this
section, we present a series of tests to validate its planetary
origin.
4.5.1. Stacked periodograms

In Sect. 4.3 we showed that none of the activity proxies present
clear variability at periods related to the planet candidate signal. Another useful diagnostic for activity is the stacked periodograms, which consists in studying the evolution of the power
of a periodogram peak as the number of observations in the
time series is increased (for details, see Mortier & Collier
Cameron 2017). A planetary signal should increase its power
monotonically, within the limits of the noise, with the number
of observations, given that a proper normalisation for the noise
level under different sample sizes is taken into account.
In Fig. 9 we present the evolution as the number of data
points considered increases of the peak power computed on
the residuals of model k0d1, with correlated noise, and normalised according to Eq. (22) in Zechmeister & Kürster (2009).
The maximum peak between 12.9 and 13.0 days was considered, to allow for the possibility that the peak position may vary
as new data are included. The data points were added chronologically (grey curve and points) or randomly. For the latter
case, we produced 10 000 realisations for each number of data
points6 , changing randomly the order in which the data points
were included in the analysed set. The shaded light blue area
encompasses the area between the 5th- and 95th-pecentile of the
obtained distribution, and the black curve is the mean of the distribution. The normalised peak power increases with the number
of points considered, lending support to the hypothesis that the
6

There are over 10 000 possible combinations of n data points chosen
out of the 155 available velocity points for all n < 154.
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Table 3. Log Marginal likelihood (Z) for different models, and Bayes factor with respect to model k1d1 for SOPHIE data.

White noise
Model
k0d0
k0d1
k0d2
k1d0
k1d1
k1d2

log10 Z

−163.8024 ± 0.0017
−162.0948 ± 0.0019
−163.400 ± 0.012
−161.498 ± 0.031
−160.412 ± 0.019
−161.347 ± 0.036

Red noise
log10 BFk1d1
3.390 ± 0.019
1.683 ± 0.019
2.988 ± 0.022
1.086 ± 0.036
0.0
0.935 ± 0.041

variation is produced by an authentic periodic signal. Additionally, adding the measurements chronologically produces a curve
with similar features as the ones obtained by randomly shuffling
the data order (thin grey curves), supporting the idea that the
signal is not produced by an effect – systematic or activity –
occurring at a given moment in the time series.
4.5.2. Possible sampling artefact

Periodicities introduced by the observational sampling can produce spurious detections in radial velocity data (e.g. Rajpaul
et al. 2015). In particular, as our model contains low-frequency
terms, one may worry that if they are incorrectly accounted for,
the window function (Roberts et al. 1987) will be imprinted in
the RV time series, producing spurious signals. In this section,
we explore if this effect can produce a signal at the frequency of
the putative companion.
As a first step, we studied the window function in detail.
Besides the strong peaks at and around 1-day and 1-sidereal
day, the largest power at periods shorter than 200 days is at a
group of peaks around 29.55 days, the Moon synodic period7
(see Fig. 10). The region around the frequency corresponding
to the planetary candidate is devoid of strong power. It is therefore unlikely that the low-frequency terms induce a signal at the
candidate period.
White noise simulations. To verify this, we generated synthetic data sets sampled at the observing dates of the real
SOPHIE observations. The synthetic data contain the effect of
the secular acceleration and zero-point correction, but no planet
or additional long-term velocity variations were included. The
parameters of these effects were randomly drawn from the joint
posterior sample of the k1d1rn model, obtained in Sect. 4.2.
We added random white noise with a variance equal to the sum
of the internal observational error and the inferred jitter (white
and correlated), σ2i + σ2J + A2 . We generated in this manner
10 000 synthetic radial velocity time series. For each, we fitted the parameters of the k0d0 model using a variation of the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm implemented in scipy, starting at the MAP-estimate. A GLS was performed on the residuals
of the fit, scanning periods between 2 and 200 days, to avoid the
obvious peaks coming from the window function. This is similar to what was done to obtain the periodogram in the upper
panel of Fig. 4. The maximum power within 0.1 days of the MAP
period estimate, 12.947 days, is 0.14. This is to be compared
7

Because of their relative faintness, SP3 targets are usually avoided
around the full moon. Gl 411 is too bright and has a velocity too far
from the Moon to be affected, but as this target was considered as a
standard star for the SP3, it was not observed when observations of the
programme were not performed.

log10 Z

−159.4534 ± 0.0068
−158.3071 ± 0.0085
−159.177 ± 0.016
−156.197 ± 0.023
−155.341 ± 0.077
−155.823 ± 0.034

log10 BFk1d1
4.113 ± 0.077
2.966 ± 0.077
3.836 ± 0.080
0.856 ± 0.080
0.0
0.482 ± 0.085

to the value of 0.21 found in the real dataset. Additionally, the
number of times the largest peak power appeared in this region
was in agreement with what would be expected from white noise.
Therefore, a combination of white noise and sampling cannot
explain the observed peak at the candidate period. This is actually expected as the long-term variability can be correctly taken
into account under these conditions (see discussion in Rajpaul
et al. 2015).
Correlated noise simulations. The question remains
whether correlated noise could produce a spurious detection.
In this case, one may expect the low-frequency variations due
to zero-point shifts and the secular acceleration to be masked
by correlated noise, leading to an incorrect determination, and
hence a residual of the sampling function present in the time
series. To explore this, we repeated the experiment described
above but including correlated Gaussian noise with a covariance
produced by a kernel function of the quasi-periodic type:
!!
(ti − t j )2
2
2
2 π(ti − t j )
kQP (ti , t j ) = Aact exp −
− 2 sin
,
P
2τ2


where the four hyper-parameters are the amplitude of the covariance term (Aact ), the rotational period of the star (P), the
covariance decay time (τ) and a shape parameter (). This kernel
is known to correctly represent the covariance produced by active
regions rotating in and out of view (e.g. Haywood et al. 2014;
Rajpaul et al. 2015). To the covariance produced by this kernel,
we added a diagonal matrix with the square of the internal data
point uncertainties.
For each of the 10 000 synthetic velocity time series produced, the values of the hyper-parameters were drawn from
distributions which we claim represent fairly well our knowledge on Gl 411, and the evolution of active regions in general.
The parameter representing the rotational period, P, was drawn
from a normal distribution with mean 56.15 days, and variance
(0.27 days)2 , in agreement to our conclusion from Sect. 2. The
typical lifetime of the active regions, represented by the parameter τ is k · P, where k is randomly drawn from a N(3, 0.22 ) distribution; the structure parameter  is randomly chosen between 0.5
and 1. For the amplitude Aact , we resorted to the posterior samples of the k0d1 model, for which we computed the quadratic
sum of the covariance amplitude – with the squared-exponential
kernel – and the additional white noise term: A2 + σ2J . Our ansatz
is that Aact is drawn from a normal distribution with mean and
standard deviation taken from the covariance diagonal under
the k0d1 model, N(2.1 m s−1 ; 0.0484 m2 s−2 ). In this manner, the
simulations will have a similar dispersion around the k0 models
as real data does.
None of the 10 000 simulations exhibit power in the vicinity of the detected signal as strong as the one observed in the
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Table 4. Model parameters averaged over tested models.

Stellar parameters
Systemic velocity (a) , γ0

(km s−1 )

Parallax (a) , π

(mas)

Proper motion (RA) (a) , µα

(mas yr−1 )

Proper motion (Dec) (a) , µδ

(mas yr−1 )

Planet parameters
Orbital period, P

(d)

RV amplitude, K

(m s−1 )

Orbital eccentricity, e

[0..1]

Mean longitude, λ0

(deg)

Minimum mass, M p sin i

(M⊕ )

Semi-major axis, a

(AU)

Eq. temperature (albedo = 0.3)

(K)

Eq. temperature (albedo = 0.8)

(K)

√

e cos ω

√

e sin ω

Time of inferior conjuction, T c

(BJD)

Distance at inferior conjuction, rT c

(AU)

Transit probability

−84.64566 ± 0.00062
[−84.64712, −84.64467]
392.64 ± 0.67
[391.32, 393.97]
−580.27 ± 0.62
[−581.50, −578.97]
−4765.85 ± 0.64
[−4767.21, −4764.61]
12.9532 ± 0.0079
[12.9388, 12.9697]
1.59 ± 0.23
[1.14, 2.09]
0.22 ± 0.13
[0.00, 0.44]
−39.1 ± 9.4
[−57.3, −19.7]

2.99 ± 0.46
[2.08, 3.95]
0.0785 ± 0.0027
[0.0732, 0.0837]
349.83 ± 0.32
[349.44, 350.45]
255.77 ± 0.24
[255.48, 256.22]
−0.07 ± 0.23
[−0.53, 0.38]
−0.31 ± 0.24
[−0.70, 0.19]
57184.51 ± 0.43
[57183.58, 57185.29]
0.065 ± 0.011
[0.042, 0.086]
0.0289 ± 0.0055
[0.0192, 0.0400]

Drift parameters (b)
Additional acceleration, γ1

(m s−1 yr−1 )

Quadratic acceleration, γ2

(m s−1 yr−1 )2

−0.49 ± 0.16
[−0.84, −0.16]
0.245 ± 0.099
[0.049, 0.454]

Noise model parameters
Additional white noise term, σ J

(m s−1 )

Covariance amplitude, A

(m s−1 )

Characteristic timescale, ln τ

(d)

Zero-point correction constant, ac

–

0.45 ± 0.28
[0.00, 0.95]
1.85 ± 0.29
[1.25, 2.45]
2.21 ± 0.25
[1.66, 2.70]
0.74 ± 0.12
[0.49, 0.97]

Notes. Values correspond to the posterior sample mean, with errors being the standard deviation of the MCMC samples. In the second line we
report the 95% highest density interval (HDI). (a) Measured at HIPPARCOS epoch. (b) Computed only over models including additional drift terms.
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Fig. 8. SOPHIE velocities, after subtraction of MAP-estimate model
for the zero-point offset, secular acceleration and additional acceleration terms, and phase folded to the MAP-estimate of the Keplerian
period, under the k1d1 hypothesis with correlated noise. The black and
red curves represent the MAP-estimate and mean Keplerian model over
the posterior samples obtained with the MCMC algorithm. The shaded
region extends between the 5th- and 95th-percentile model curves,
computed over 10 000 randomly chosen posterior samples.

15

102

Fig. 10. Window function of the SOPHIE observations for periods
between 2 and 200 days. The largest peaks in the main panel correspond
to the Moon synodic period. In the inset panel we present a zoom around
the MAP planet period, indicated in both axes by a vertical dashed line.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the actual GLS periodogram of SOPHIE data
(dark curve) and the periodograms obtained from simulated data sets
not including a signal at that period. The ten periodograms exhibiting the strongest power at the vicinity of the detected signal among the
10 000 simulated cases are plotted in light grey. The horizontal lines are
the 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01 p-value levels, computed as for Fig. 4.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the normalised power of the periodogram peak
around the planetary candidate period. The GLS periodogram is normalised assuming Gaussian noise remains after removing the signal
(Eq. (22) in Zechmeister & Kürster 2009). The grey curve and points
correspond to the case where the measurements are added chronologically, while the light blue shaded area encompasses the range between
the 5th- and 95th-percentile of the distribution obtained when the data
are included in random order. The black curve is the mean of the
distribution, and the thin curves are ten draws from the distribution.

data (Fig. 4). In Fig. 11 the original GLS periodogram8 is presented together with the ten simulated periodograms exhibiting
8

0.050

0.000

Periodogram power

O-C [m/s]

−6

0.075

To make a fair comparison, the additional noise term is not added
to the uncertainties in this plot. This is the reason why the plot is not
identical to the one presented in Fig. 4.

the strongest power within 0.1 days of the MAP-estimate period,
12.948 days. It can be seen that the simulated periodograms are
not able to reproduce the observed peak.
Additionally, following Ribas et al. (2018), the distribution
of the frequency and power of the largest peaks in the 10 000
simulated periodograms was studied (Fig. 12). As expected,
strong power is seen at and around the simulated rotational
periods. This is not observed in the real data, suggesting an
overestimation of the amplitude of simulated noise. None of the
simulated periodograms exhibit the strongest peak at a frequency
equal or greater (i.e. farther from the expected rotational signal)
than the real peak with as much power. We can therefore provide a conservative upper limit for the p-value for the detected
signal under the hypothesis of correlated noise of 1 × 10−4 .
Finally, no peak was found – irrespective of whether it constitutes the largest peak in the simulated periodogram or not –
at frequencies higher than the detected one and with larger
power.
We conclude that correlated noise is extremely unlikely to be
the cause of the detected signal, which we therefore attribute to
a planetary-mass companion in orbit around Gl 411.
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the power and frequency of the largest periodogram peaks for 10 000 datasets simulated including only correlated
noise. The rotational period and its two first harmonics are indicated
by light blue solid and dashed lines, respectively. The red diamond
represents the largest peak observed in the real dataset.

5. Discussion
The analysis from the previous section indicates that the detected
signal is produced by a bona fide planetary-mass companion. We
discuss here the implications of this result.
5.1. A temperate super-Earth around a nearby star.

Assuming the stellar parameters listed in Table 1, the companion
around Gl 411, Gl 411 b, has a minimum mass of 2.99 ± 0.46 M⊕ ,
and the semi-major axis of its orbit is 0.0785 ± 0.0027 AU. This
implies that the equilibrium temperatures assuming Earth-like
and Venus-like Bond albedos (0.3 and 0.8, respectively) are
around 350 and 256 K, which are higher than required for the
planet to be in the habitable zone (Kopparapu et al. 2013). In
Fig. 13 we present a sketch representation of the orbit of Gl 411 b
and the location of the habitable zone (Kopparapu et al. 2013).
With the current data, a significant eccentricity is not detected.
The MAP-estimate eccentricity is around 0.35, but the 95%-HDI
for the orbital eccentricity reported in Table 1 includes zero.
Being one of the brightest M-dwarf stars in the sky, Gl 411 is
particularly prone for follow-up studies. Searching for transits of
Gl 411 b is particularly relevant. Given the relatively small stellar
radius, transits of Earth-size planets would produce a decrease of
0.05% in the stellar flux. An educated guess of the planet radius
of Gl 411 b can be obtained based on its mass, using the formalism from Chen & Kipping (2017). This gives a radius for
the planet of Rp = 1.66+0.72
−0.42 R⊕ , where the minimum mass was
multiplied by 1.15, to account for the unknown orbital inclination angle (Lovis et al. 2017). The posterior transit probability9
is of 2.9%. At the present time, the transit time is known with
a precision of over ten hours, and the width of the 95%-HDI
for the time of inferior conjunction is around 1.7 days. Therefore, transit search from the ground may be impractical. On the
other hand, the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS;
Ricker et al. 2014) and the Characterising Exoplanet Satellite
(CHEOPS; Broeg et al. 2013) could search for transits of the
planetary companion down to Earth-size objects. However, the
former will not observe Gl 411 before late 2019, and the latter is
currently scheduled to launch in 2019.
9

This posterior probability does not take into account the underlying
mass distribution of exoplanets.
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Fig. 13. Sketch of the orbit of Gl 411 b, seen from above the orbital
plane. The maximum-a-posteriori orbit is indicated with the empty
black points that are equally spaced in time over the orbit, and the corresponding major axis is represented by the thin dotted red line. The thin
grey lines are a hundred random samples from the merged posterior distributions (see text for details). The host star is at the centre, represented
by an orange circle, whose size is to scale. The concentric circles are
labelled in astronomical units and the black thick arrow points towards
the observer. The filled green area is the inner region of the habitable
zone, computed according to Kopparapu et al. (2013). The planet orbits
the star too close to be habitable.

Even in the absence of transits, the proximity of Gl 411 to
the Solar system makes its companion an ideal target for atmospheric characterisation. In Fig. 14 we place Gl 411 b in the
context of the planets detected to date around main sequence
stars within 5 pc of the Solar System. It can be seen that Gl 411 b
is the second closest planet with a temperate equilibrium temperature, after Proxima Centauri b (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016),
but it is too close to its star to have liquid water on its surface
(Kopparapu et al. 2013).
The maximum angular distance between the planet and its
star, a(AU)/d(pc) (Lovis et al. 2017), is around 0.031 arcsec, not
unlike Proxima b, which appears at a distance of 0.037 arcsec
(Lovis et al. 2017). The planet is therefore not easily resolved
by the adaptive optics system on a 10-m class telescope.
However, 0.031 arc seconds corresponds to approximately
6 λ/D at λ = 750 nm, on a 30-m telescope. Additionally, the
flux contrast in the visible, estimated as in Lovis et al. (2017)
is (1.04 ± 0.08) × 10−7 , at orbital quadrature, for a geometric
albedo of 0.4 and an estimate planetary radius of 1.66 R⊕ (see
above). Therefore, the technique of combining high-dispersion
spectroscopy and high contrast imaging proposed originally
by Sparks & Ford (2002) and demonstrated by, for example, Snellen et al. (2014), Schwarz et al. (2016), and Birkby
et al. (2017) should be able to probe the atmosphere of this
planet when the next-generation 30-m class telescopes become
operational.
5.2. Previous planet claims

The SOPHIE radial velocities presented here are clearly incompatible with the claims of companions by van de Kamp &
Lippincott (1951) and Lippincott (1960), which would produce
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Fig. 14. Equilibrium temperature and distance to the Sun for planets
currently known within 5 pc from the Solar System. Equilibrium temperatures were computed assuming circular orbits for all objects, and
a Bond albedo of 0.3. Data were obtained from the exoplanets.eu
(Schneider et al. 2011) website whenever available. The parameters of
the planets are reported in Anglada-Escudé et al. (2014, 2016), Ribas
et al. (2018), Hatzes et al. (2000), Benedict et al. (2006), Bonfils et al.
(2018), Howard et al. (2014), Feng et al. (2017, 2018), Astudillo-Defru
et al. (2017b,c), Burt et al. (2014), Correia et al. (2010), Rivera et al.
(2010), Jenkins et al. (2014), Wittenmyer et al. (2014). The limits of
the habitable zone for a star like Gl 411 are indicated by green dotted
lines. The symbol sizes are proportional to the natural logarithm of the
minimum mass.

radial velocity variations of at least 1 km s−1 and of 265 m s−1 ,
respectively. Concerning the companion reported by Gatewood
(1996), no information is given on the inclination of the orbit,
but assuming the inclination to be i = 45◦ would produce a radial
velocity variation of 18.5 m s−1 over the orbital period of 5.8 yr.
No such variation seems possible from the inspection of the RV
time series in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, Butler et al. (2017) reported a planet candidate around Gl 411 with a period of 9.8693 days and a mass of
3.8 M⊕ , based on long-term monitoring with the HIRES instrument. This signal is absent in the SOPHIE time series, in spite
of having sufficient precision to detect it.
We recovered the HIRES radial velocities available from
the Vizier catalogue access tool, in order to further explore
the missing signal. These are 256 measurements obtained over
17 yr. After removal of a probable outlier velocity acquired on
JD = 2 456 494, the measurements have a mean uncertainty of
1.37 m s−1 , and a dispersion of 3.41 m s−1 . We also explored
the HIRES data corrected by Tal-Or et al. (2019), who account

for a jump due to the instrument upgrade in 2004 and a slow
zero-point variation. There are five additional points in this set,
at the end of the series, which we disregarded for the analyses. The corrected velocities scatter around the mean with a
standard deviation of 3.35 m s−1 . The raw periodograms of the
HIRES data (Fig. 15) do not show any clear periodicity at the
reported period. There exists a forest of peaks between around
5 and 100 days, particularly present in the Vizier version of the
data, but no clear predominant variability is observed, not the
one reported by Butler et al. (2017) nor the one reported here.
With the corrected version of the data, the peak forest is reduced,
as well as the peaks at 108 and 185 days. A peak is seen above
the noise level at around 34 days.
The absence of the signal at 9.9-day period could be
explained by the different model used by the authors, who decorrelated from the activity index based on the Ca II lines, and used
a moving average model to reveal the planet. However, no predominant peak is observed in the HIRES residuals of the k0d1
model with correlated noise, described in Sect. 4.1, which should
somehow take into account correlated variability as the one produced by activity (the resulting periodograms are very similar to
those in Fig. 15).
Nevertheless, we decided to perform an independent analysis
in the same line as done for the SOPHIE dataset. Two models
with a linear acceleration term and a Keplerian component
(k1d1) were explored, one in which the emcee walkers are
started in a small region around the period reported by Butler
et al. (2017) – although the rest of the parameters were chosen
randomly from the prior – and a second one started close to the
period detected in the SOPHIE data. We included correlated
noise through a squared-exponential kernel and included an
additional white-noise term, exactly as done in our analysis
above. Irrespective of the data version used, in the first case,
the walkers remain around the initial period of about 9.867 days,
and the MAP-estimate covariance amplitude and timescale are
around 2.65 m s−1 , and 2.03 days, respectively, which hint to
additional variability in the data not explained by the Keplerian
component. Under the model with a Keplerian variability
initially set around the period found in SOPHIE data, the
walkers expand in period space to occupy all prior space. In
other words, no clear preference for the SOPHIE period is found
in the HIRES data.
It is puzzling that no sign of the signal reported here is
seen in the HIRES data. However, no support is provided by
the HIRES data for the other period either, independently of
the version of the data considered. When the marginal likelihood is computed10 for the model without a Keplerian curve
and for the k1d1 model containing a companion at the period
reported by Butler et al. (2017), we find that the model without a Keplerian curve exhibits the largest marginal likelihood.
If equal prior probability is assumed for the models, this
means that, under the current noise model, the model without a Keplerian signal has the largest posterior probability.
The marginal likelihoods are reported in Table 5. We decided
not to compute the evidence for the model with the period
reported in this article, because the corresponding MCMC algorithm, on whose results the computation depends, has clearly not
converged.
Of course, under a different noise model, conclusions may
change. As mentioned above, the analysis of Butler et al.
(2017) differs from ours significantly. A detailed study of the
10

Exactly the same procedure employed in the analysis of the SOPHIE
data and described in Sect. 4 was followed here.
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Table 5. Log Marginal likelihood (Z) for different models, and Bayes factor with respect to model k0d1 for HIRES data.

Vizier data
Model
k0d1
k1d1

log10 Z

log10 BFk0d1

log10 Z

log10 BFk0d1

–
9.867

−251.277 ± 0.012
−252.166 ± 0.043

0.0
0.889 ± 0.045

−253.0089 ± 0.0096
−253.193 ± 0.033

0.0
0.184 ± 0.034

0.2

Periodogram power

0.1
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
100

101

102
Period [d]

103

104

Fig. 15. GLS periodograms for HIRES data. Top panel: raw HIRES
data obtained from the Vizier catalogue access tool; bottom panel: data
corrected by Tal-Or et al. (2019).

discrepancy found and the missing signal in the SOPHIE data
is deferred to a future work. We simply note that the window function of the HIRES data contains a peak exactly at the
frequency of the putative planet reported by Butler et al. (2017).
Although far from being the most important peak in the window
function, the result by Rajpaul et al. (2015) on Alpha Centauri B
should cast doubts on the nature of the reported signal, specially
when the velocities are known to contain low-frequency terms,
such as the secular acceleration, which is here subtracted from
the data before performing the analysis.

6. Conclusion
Long-term monitoring with the SOPHIE spectrograph revealed
a 2.99-Earth-mass planet around the nearby M-dwarf Gl 411
(Lalande 21185, HD 95735) on a 12.95-day period orbit. Gl 411
was one of the standard stars used to follow instrumental velocity
systematics before it exhibited a periodic velocity variation. The
signal is significantly detected in the SOPHIE data, and ancillary
observations of the line bisector and width, and activity proxies failed to reveal any variability at or around the period of the
putative planet. Besides, a series of simulations, assuming both
correlated and uncorrelated noise show that the observed signal
cannot be produced by a combination of sampling and imperfect
consideration of slowly-varying terms in the model. These pieces
of evidence point towards the planetary nature of the detected
signal.
The alias period at around 1.08 days is also significant,
and the current data set is not fully conclusive on which is
the real periodicity. However, the measured occurrence rate
of very-short-period planets around low-mass stars is much
lower than that of Super-earth planets on 10-day period orbits
(Sanchis-Ojeda et al. 2014; Bonfils et al. 2013), which further
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support our conclusion that the real period of the detected signal
is ∼12.9 days. Nevertheless, additional high-cadence observations would be useful to distinguish between both periods more
precisely.
A key component in the validation of the planetary nature of
the detected signal is knowledge of the stellar rotational period.
Ground-based photometric observations revealed the rotational
period of Gl 411 to be around 56 days. Simulations using correlated noise show that the rotational frequency is too different
from that of the planetary signal to affect its detection. The planetary signal cannot be reproduced by quasi-periodic variability
at the rotational frequency.
Gl 411 b orbits its M2 host star at a distance of approximately
0.079 AU, which implies equilibrium temperatures between 256
and 350 K. The planet orbits inside the inner limit of the habitable zone, and therefore seems too hot to support liquid water on
its surface.
The distance to Gl 411 is about 2.55 pc, making the planet
Gl 411 b the third closest confirmed exoplanet. The proximity of
the system, and its brightness make it an ideal target for future
follow-up studies, such as searching for transits of the planet
from space. Interestingly, studying the atmosphere of Gl 411 b
by combining high-resolution spectroscopy and high-contrast
imaging, seems to be in reach of future or even current instrumentation. With the construction of 30-m class telescopes in the
northern hemisphere, Gl411 b will become one of the best-suited
targets for atmospheric characterisation.
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Appendix A: Additional plots and tables
Table A.1. Parameter prior distributions.

Stellar parameters
Systemic radial velocity, γ0 (a)
Parallax, π (a)
Proper motion in RA, µα (a)
Proper motion in Dec, µδ (a)

Prior
(km s−1 )
(mas)
(mas yr−1 )
(mas yr−1 )

U(−84.79, −84.59)
N(392.64, 0.67)
N(−580.27, 0.62)
N(−4765.85, 0.64)

Orbital parameters
Orbital period, P
RV
√ amplitude, K
√e cos ω
e sin ω
√
2  √
2
e sin ω + e cos ω
Mean longitude at epoch, λ0

–
(deg)

Drift parameters
Constant acceleration, γ1
Linear acceleration, γ2

(m s−1 yr−1 )
(m2 s−2 yr−2 )

U(−10, 10)
U(−10, 10)

Noise model
Covariance amplitude, A
Log-characteristic timesale, log10 τ
Extra white-noise amplitude, σ J
Zero-point proportionaly constant, ac

(m s−1 )
(d)
(m s−1 )
–

mJ(1, 10)
U(−1, 5)
mJ(1, 10)
U(−10, 10)

(days)
(m s−1 )
–
–

J(1, 600)
mJ(1, 10)
U(−1, 1)
U(−1, 1)
U(0, 1)
U(−180, 180)

Notes. (a) At the epoch of HIPPARCOS data, J1991.25, JD = 2 448 349.0625. U(xmin ; xmax ): uniform distribution between xmin and xmax .
J(xmin ; xmax ): Jeffreys (log-flat) distribution between xmin and xmax . mJ(x0 ; xmax ): modified Jeffreys (log-flat) distribution, between 0 and xmax ,
dx
1
p(x)dx = x (1+x/x
) log(1+x /x ) N(µ; σ): normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ.
0

0

max

0

(O-C)k0d0rn

0.2
0.1
0.0

(O-C)k0d1rn

0.2

Periodogram power
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0.0
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Frequency [c/d]

0.8

1.0

Fig. A.1. Same as Fig. 4 but using a linear scale in frequency in the
x-axis.
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. 6 but using a linear scale in frequency in the x-axis.
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Table B.1. Results of the photometric analysis of Gl 411.

Season

Photometric
band

2011
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017
2017
2018
2018

V
B
V
B
V
B
V
B
V
B
V
B
V
B
V
B

HJD range
(HJD −2 400 000)
55 652–55 728
55 652–55 728
55 849–56 087
55 851–56 087
56 224–56 397
56 227–56 397
56 670–56 821
56 670–56 821
56 969–57 187
56 968–57 187
57 329–57 556
57 329–57 556
57 698–57 922
57 698–57 922
58 071–58 277
58 071–58 275

Nobs

h(V−C)i
(mag)

Period
(days)

Amplitude
(mag)

h(K−C)h
(mag)

σK−C
(mag)

156
176
390
386
55
49
60
63
128
123
97
114
119
117
50
55

0.0338
1.1060
0.0321
1.1052
0.0368
1.1082
0.0375
1.1068
0.0337
1.1026
0.0343
1.1025
0.0323
1.1005
0.0369
1.1052

60.16 ± 1.01
65.62 ± 4.48
59.42 ± 0.67
60.90 ± 0.74
50.81 ± 0.93
48.95 ± 1.14
61.31 ± 1.39
62.42 ± 1.71
–
56.09 ± 0.72
51.26 ± 0.76
53.67 ± 0.75
–
55.64 ± 1.08
–
–

0.0024
0.0019
0.0075
0.0064
0.0076
0.0084
0.0052
0.0063
–
0.0029
0.0037
0.0039
–
0.0032
–
–

−1.7177
−1.0864
−1.7160
−1.0846
−1.7125
−1.0814
−1.7139
−1.0835
−1.7143
−1.0842
−1.7145
−1.0857
−1.7142
−1.0851
−1.7151
−1.0842

0.0050
0.0054
0.0043
0.0037
0.0051
0.0050
0.0032
0.0030
0.0039
0.0027
0.0033
0.0036
0.0030
0.0038
0.0044
0.0041

Appendix B: Details on the ground-based
APT photometry
The 0.40 m automatic photoelectric telescope (APT) at Fairborn
Observatory in southern Arizona uses a temperature-stabilized
EMI 9924B photomultiplier tube to measure stellar count rates
successively through Johnson B and V filters. Gl 411 was measured each clear night in the following sequence, termed a
group observation: K,S,C,V,C,V,C,V,C,S,K, in which K is the
check star HD 94497 (V = 5.73, B−V = 1.03, G7III:), C is the
comparison star HD 95485 (V = 7.45, B−V = 0.40, F0V), V is
Gl 411 (V = 7.45, B−V = 0.40, F0V), and S is a sky reading.
Three V−C and two K−C differential magnitudes are formed
from each sequence and averaged together to create group
means. Group mean differential magnitudes with internal standard deviations greater than 0.01 mag were rejected to filter
observations taken under non-photometric conditions. The surviving group means were corrected for differential extinction
and transformed to the Johnson system. The external precision of these group means, based on standard deviations for
pairs of constant stars, is typically ∼0.003–0.005 mag on good
nights.
Further information on the observations are given in
Table B.1, which presents the date range of observations for
each season as well as the number of measurements obtained in
Cols. 3 and 4, respectively.
Column 5 lists the mean differential magnitudes for each
observing season. The V and B seasonal means scatter about
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their grand means with standard deviations of 0.0021 and
0.0026 mag, respectively. This suggests small brightness variations from year to year may be occurring, but our data set is
not long enough to comment on possible brightness (magnetic)
cycles.
Finally, the seasonal mean differential magnitudes of the
check minus comparison star (K−C) and the seasonal standard
deviations are given in Cols. 8 and 9, respectively. The seasonal
standard deviations in Col. 9 are consistent with our measurement precision, indicating both the comparison and check
stars are constant from night to night. The standard deviations
of the V and B seasonal mean magnitudes in Col. 8 scatter about their grand mean with a standard deviation of only
0.0015 mag in both pass bands, indicating the comparison and
checks stars are also constant over longer time scales. Further
information on the operation of our APTs and processing of the
data can be found in Henry (1995a,b, 1999) and Eaton et al.
(2003).

Appendix C: Posterior summaries for individual
models
In this section, we present tables with posterior summaries for
all individual models tested. For each model, the maximum-aposteriori estimate is reported. The number after the ± symbol
is the standard deviation for each model. Additionally, the 95%highest density interval computed on the marginal samples from
each parameter is reported in a separate line.

R. F. Díaz et al.: A super-Earth around the nearby star Gl 411
Table C.1. Posterior summaries for individual models without a Keplerian component and assuming white noise.

k0d0wn

Models
k0d1wn

k0d2wn

−84.64538 ± 0.00021
[−84.64579, −84.64494]
392.74 ± 0.67
[391.33, 394.01]
−580.26 ± 0.62
[−581.51, −579.07]
−4765.83 ± 0.64
[−4767.11, −4764.50]

−84.64521 ± 0.00021
[−84.64564, −84.64482]
392.69 ± 0.67
[391.30, 394.05]
−580.30 ± 0.62
[−581.57, −579.00]
−4765.79 ± 0.64
[−4767.09, −4764.57]

−84.64587 ± 0.00036
[−84.64654, −84.64505]
392.59 ± 0.67
[391.34, 393.98]
−580.28 ± 0.62
[−581.60, −579.06]
−4765.82 ± 0.64
[−4767.14, −4764.51]
−0.370 ± 0.094
[−0.553, −0.183]
0.127 ± 0.064
[−0.007, 0.250]
1.93 ± 0.17
[1.65, 2.31]
0.812 ± 0.084
[0.641, 0.977]

Stellar parameters
Systemic velocity (a) , γ0

(km s−1 )

Parallax (a) , π

(mas)

Proper motion (RA) (a) , µα

(mas yr−1 )

Proper motion (Dec) (a) , µδ

(mas yr−1 )

Drift parameters

s

Constant acceleration, γ1

(m s−1 yr−1 )

–

Linear acceleration, γ2

(m2 s−2 yr−2 )

–

−0.386 ± 0.094
[−0.575, −0.196]
–

2.12 ± 0.17
[1.82, 2.50]
0.901 ± 0.077
[0.753, 1.066]

1.98 ± 0.17
[1.66, 2.34]
0.892 ± 0.073
[0.751, 1.041]

Instrumental parameters
Extra white-noise amplitude, σ J

(m s−1 )

Zero-point proportionaly constant, ac

–

Notes. (a) Measured at HIPPARCOS epoch.
Table C.2. Posterior summaries for individual models without a Keplerian component and assuming correlated noise.

k0d0rn

Models
k0d1rn

k0d2rn

−84.64520 ± 0.00031
[−84.64589, −84.64462]
392.49 ± 0.67
[391.30, 394.03]
−580.24 ± 0.62
[−581.58, −579.07]
−4765.79 ± 0.64
[−4767.12, −4764.59]

−84.64535 ± 0.00028
[−84.64594, −84.64474]
392.58 ± 0.67
[391.29, 394.02]
−580.13 ± 0.62
[−581.58, −579.06]
−4765.94 ± 0.64
[−4767.10, −4764.60]

−84.64630 ± 0.00051
[−84.64733, −84.64528]
392.35 ± 0.67
[391.21, 393.95]
−580.31 ± 0.62
[−581.46, −578.97]
−4765.99 ± 0.64
[−4767.17, −4764.58]
−0.42 ± 0.13
[−0.69, −0.15]
0.207 ± 0.091
[0.007, 0.380]

1.84 ± 0.26
[1.41, 2.43]
1.36 ± 0.33
[0.84, 2.19]
0.69 ± 0.36
[0.00, 1.29]
0.72 ± 0.11
[0.47, 0.92]

Stellar parameters
Systemic velocity (a) , γ0

(km s−1 )

Parallax (a) , π

(mas)

Proper motion (RA) (a) , µα

(mas yr−1 )

Proper motion (Dec) (a) , µδ

(mas yr−1 )

Drift parameters
Constant acceleration, γ1

(m s−1 yr−1 )

–

Linear acceleration, γ2

(m2 s−2 yr−2 )

–

−0.49 ± 0.13
[−0.75, −0.21]
–

2.07 ± 0.29
[1.47, 2.69]
1.36 ± 0.44
[0.82, 2.61]
0.77 ± 0.39
[0.00, 1.49]
0.89 ± 0.10
[0.64, 1.05]

1.87 ± 0.26
[1.43, 2.51]
1.33 ± 0.33
[0.79, 2.22]
0.70 ± 0.36
[0.00, 1.36]
0.833 ± 0.091
[0.633, 1.011]

Instrumental parameters
Covariance amplitude, A

(m s−1 )

Log-characteristic timesale, log10 τ

(d)

Extra white-noise amplitude, σ J

(m s−1 )

Zero-point proportionaly constant, ac

–

Notes. (a) Measured at HIPPARCOS epoch.
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Table C.3. Posterior summaries for individual models with a Keplerian component and assuming white noise.

k1d0wn

Models
k1d1wn

k1d2wn

−84.64539 ± 0.00019
[−84.64579, −84.64501]
392.83 ± 0.67
[391.34, 394.03]
−580.23 ± 0.62
[−581.48, −579.01]
−4765.64 ± 0.64
[−4767.20, −4764.61]

−84.64527 ± 0.00019
[−84.64563, −84.64488]
392.63 ± 0.67
[391.35, 394.02]
−580.24 ± 0.62
[−581.47, −579.04]
−4765.91 ± 0.64
[−4767.14, −4764.61]

−84.64594 ± 0.00032
[−84.64648, −84.64522]
392.48 ± 0.67
[391.31, 394.05]
−580.39 ± 0.62
[−581.54, −579.10]
−4765.88 ± 0.64
[−4767.12, −4764.56]

12.9439 ± 0.0056
[12.9292, 12.9520]
1.88 ± 0.32
[1.25, 2.58]
−0.59 ± 0.18
[−0.83, −0.14]
−0.24 ± 0.27
[−0.66, 0.38]
−52.9 ± 10.1
[−73.6, −32.5]

12.9444 ± 0.0081
[12.9332, 12.9673]
1.90 ± 0.35
[1.01, 2.40]
−0.66 ± 0.23
[−0.83, 0.04]
−0.13 ± 0.28
[−0.60, 0.46]
−46.5 ± 11.0
[−69.4, −24.6]

12.9448 ± 0.0076
[12.9341, 12.9656]
1.91 ± 0.31
[1.09, 2.39]
−0.65 ± 0.23
[−0.82, 0.02]
−0.11 ± 0.27
[−0.63, 0.41]
−45.3 ± 10.5
[−66.9, −24.6]
−0.246 ± 0.088
[−0.489, −0.141]
0.144 ± 0.056
[0.025, 0.247]

1.45 ± 0.16
[1.28, 1.94]
0.791 ± 0.074
[0.667, 0.960]

Stellar parameters
Systemic velocity (a) , γ0

(km s−1 )

Parallax (a) , π

(mas)

Proper motion (RA) (a) , µα

(mas yr−1 )

Proper motion (Dec) (a) , µδ

(mas yr−1 )

Planet parameters
Orbital period, P

(d)

RV amplitude, K

(m s−1 )

√
e sin ω
√
e cos ω
Mean longitude at epoch, λ0

(deg)

Drift parameters
Constant acceleration, γ1

(m s−1 yr−1 )

–

Linear acceleration, γ2

(m2 s−2 yr−2 )

–

−0.340 ± 0.089
[−0.498, −0.149]
–

1.69 ± 0.17
[1.42, 2.10]
0.885 ± 0.068
[0.762, 1.034]

1.54 ± 0.16
[1.31, 1.98]
0.907 ± 0.066
[0.771, 1.034]

Instrumental parameters
Extra white-noise amplitude, σ J

(m s−1 )

Zero-point proportionaly constant, ac

–

Notes. (a) Measured at HIPPARCOS epoch.
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Table C.4. Posterior summaries for individual models without a Keplerian component and assuming correlated noise.

k1d0rn

Models
k1d1rn

k1d2rn

−84.64523 ± 0.00036
[−84.64596, −84.64452]
392.46 ± 0.67
[391.35, 394.10]
−580.30 ± 0.62
[−581.52, −578.97]
−4765.83 ± 0.64
[−4767.05, −4764.52]

−84.64542 ± 0.00033
[−84.64610, −84.64472]
392.84 ± 0.67
[391.30, 394.04]
−580.21 ± 0.62
[−581.58, −579.06]
−4765.84 ± 0.64
[−4767.07, −4764.50]

−84.64642 ± 0.00056
[−84.64767, −84.64537]
392.59 ± 0.67
[391.22, 393.98]
−580.07 ± 0.62
[−581.58, −579.03]
−4766.22 ± 0.64
[−4767.07, −4764.50]

12.9465 ± 0.0071
[12.9374, 12.9662]
1.75 ± 0.24
[1.19, 2.14]
−0.58 ± 0.22
[−0.72, 0.12]
−0.09 ± 0.23
[−0.56, 0.35]
−42.1 ± 9.0
[−60.3, −22.1]

12.9476 ± 0.0080
[12.9401, 12.9715]
1.76 ± 0.23
[1.11, 2.03]
−0.57 ± 0.24
[−0.67, 0.22]
−0.13 ± 0.24
[−0.51, 0.39]
−41.8 ± 9.5
[−56.4, −18.8]

12.9477 ± 0.0074
[12.9399, 12.9688]
1.70 ± 0.23
[1.14, 2.08]
−0.51 ± 0.23
[−0.67, 0.22]
−0.19 ± 0.23
[−0.54, 0.35]
−43.4 ± 9.1
[−58.9, −22.6]
−0.37 ± 0.15
[−0.71, −0.08]
0.217 ± 0.098
[0.043, 0.438]

1.56 ± 0.27
[1.24, 2.32]
2.11 ± 0.25
[1.68, 2.67]
0.12 ± 0.26
[0.00, 0.90]
0.72 ± 0.12
[0.39, 0.86]

Stellar parameters
Systemic velocity (a) , γ0

(km s−1 )

Parallax (a) , π

(mas)

Proper motion (RA) (a) , µα

(mas yr−1 )

Proper motion (Dec) (a) , µδ

(mas yr−1 )

Planet parameters
Orbital period, P

(d)

RV amplitude, K

(m s−1 )

√
e sin ω
√
e cos ω
Mean longitude at epoch, λ0

(deg)

Drift parameters
Constant acceleration, γ1

(m s−1 yr−1 )

–

Linear acceleration, γ2

(m2 s−2 yr−2 )

–

−0.49 ± 0.15
[−0.85, −0.22]
–

1.94 ± 0.32
[1.38, 2.73]
2.20 ± 0.25
[1.78, 2.82]
0.48 ± 0.29
[0.00, 0.99]
0.78 ± 0.12
[0.52, 0.99]

1.76 ± 0.28
[1.30, 2.42]
2.17 ± 0.24
[1.63, 2.69]
0.32 ± 0.27
[0.00, 0.94]
0.79 ± 0.11
[0.55, 0.99]

Instrumental parameters
Covariance amplitude, A

(m s−1 )

Log-characteristic timesale, log10 τ

(d)

Extra white-noise amplitude, σ J

(m s−1 )

Zero-point proportionaly constant, ac

–

Notes. (a) Measured at HIPPARCOS epoch.
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